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EMERGENCY UPDATE NO. 3
THE TINLEY PARK, ILLINOIS
911 CALL
AND THE BUSH-CLINTON
ASSASSINATION OF THE
LATE GOVERNOR OF MISSOURI
MEL CARNAHAN
by Tom Heneghan
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A Federal Grand Jury has been convened in St. Louis, Missouri
with new evidence linking the Bush-Clinton “TRUE COLORS”
assassination teams direct involvement in the assassination of
the former Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan.
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Missouri Governor Melvin Eugene Carnahan ASSASSINATED
by the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate “TRUE COLORS”

Carnahan’s plane was brought down by a barometric bomb,
which was placed on the plane by the Bush-Clinton gang in
Minneapolis, Minnesota on a flight destined for St. Louis,
Missouri where Missouri Governor Carnahan was going to
present documents to then Vice President Gore, now noninaugurated duly elected President Albert Gore Jr., that tied the
Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate to the assassination of John F.
Kennedy Jr. and trying to assassinate then Vice President Gore
by attempting to vector his Air Force II aircraft over the skies of
Chicago in 1999.
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TRAITORS
Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate

ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION
of then Vice President now duly elected
President Albert Gore Jr.
Carnahan also had internal Defense Intelligence documents that
tied both Bill and Hillary Clinton, Bob Nash, daddy Bush and
former daddy Bush National Security Adviser Donald Gregg to
the noted Iran-Contra-Mena, Arkansas narcotics-armscounterfeit Japanese Yen money laundry.

Bill Clinton enjoys an intimate moment
with his “handler” daddy Bush
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ITEM: Most of the counterfeit Yen was laundered through the
Arkansas Development and Finance Agency administered by
Nash, who reported directly to daddy Bush’s little bitch, then
Arkansas Governor and SERIAL RAPIST Bill Clinton.
Reference: Carnahan was to meet with Vice President Al Gore
before the final year 2000 presidential debate between Al Gore
and then Texas Governor George W. Bush.

Vice President Al Gore confronted Governor Bush
at the presidential debate in St. Louis, October of 2000
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If you remember folks, after learning of Carnahan’s murder,
Gore began the debate by walking over to Bush confronting him
and staring down the little deviate.

Now to current Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate activities

(AP) Greg Zanis, of Sugar Grove, Ill., puts up five crosses and leaves flowers
as police investigate the shooting at the Lane Bryant store at the Brookside
shopping center in Tinley Park, Ill., Sunday, Feb. 3, 2008. A gunman fatally
shot five people at a store in a suburban Chicago strip mall and fled Saturday,
prompting police to sweep through neighboring shops looking for the suspect
as terrified customers looked on. (AP Photo/Jerry Lai)
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We can now divulge that the 911 call alerting Illinois
Police authorities that a shoot-em-up had occurred at
the Tinley Park, Illinois shopping mall came from a cell
phone in Silver Springs, Maryland tied to the Israeli
MOSSAD-DVD compromised NSA and MOSSAD-riddled
Department of Homeland Security, headed by BushClinton MOSSAD stooge Michael Chertoff.
Reference: For more on the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate
UNDERworld Order, click on http://www.worldreports.org.
AND IT GETS WORSE!

The Federal Grand Jury is now in possession of
documents that the Bush-Clinton Crime Syndicate
thought had been destroyed in assassinated
Carnahan’s aircraft that tie current New Jersey
Democrat Senator Robert Menendez to operating a
Bank One MOSSAD-linked slush fund that is the
paymaster for these assassination teams.
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TRAITORS
Hillary Clinton and co-conspirator Senator Robert Memendez (D-NJ)

This dovetails back to the discredited former New
Jersey Governor James McGreevey, now out of the
closet homosexual, and his role in covering up the
presence of these MOSSAD teams on American soil.
Note: McGreevey was forced to resign after admitting to
being a CLOSET homosexual and engaging in infidelity with
his male lover, Israeli born MOSSAD agent and
McGreevey’s New Jersey advisor on homeland security,
Golan Cipel.
P.S. CNN reported earlier that there was NO video tape
evidence of the Tinley Park, Illinois shoot-em-up, then
military intelligence stooge Alex Witt of MSNBC reported that
the authorities were looking for the videotape evidence
involved in the shoot-em-up.
Unbelievable isn’t it folks – videotape evidence, now you see
it, now you don’t!

The lying game continues by the MOSSAD-riddled U.S.
media.
Question: Could it be that the alleged eyewitness who wants
to play the “Race Card” for Hillary and claim the shooter was
an African-American has the videotape evidence.
We can now report that it is Department of Homeland
Security Secretary Michael Chertoff that has possession
of the incriminating videotape evidence showing an
individual of Middle East origin, i.e. a Russian FSBIsraeli MOSSAD agent committing the murders of five
innocent human beings at Tinley Park, Illinois.
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Remember folks this BLACK OP was staged on the behalf of
the UNELECTABLE Hillary lesbian IN-THE-CLOSET Rodenhurst
Clinton to garner female voters for Tuesday’s Democratic
Primary.
At this hour FBI Division 5 is probably looking for a patsy of
African-American descent to take the fall for the Bush-Clinton
“TRUE COLORS” assassination gang.
They have probably made a phone call to Tom Brokaw’s
William Morris Agency in Denver, Colorado.
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Target (L) has been razed, according to satellite image of lot where
some U.S.officials believe Syria was building nuclear reactor.

P.P.S. Noted investigative journalist Seymour Hersh is
holding intelligence showing the bombing of an alleged
arms plant in Syria by Israeli jets, which actually deals
with the destruction of documents transferred from the
Central Bank of Iraq to Syria, which dealt with
payment of 9/11 “Hush Money” to both Israeli and
Syrian officials.
The bribes were tied to the Deutsche Bank in Germany,
which was used to pay East German DVD operatives
like Bush-Clinton specialist Eva Telege aka Teleke aka
Teleki.

For more information on the Bush-Clinton-DVD-MOSSAD tiein and Luciferian links, click http://www.worldreports.org.
Final note: Bush Witch and Floridagate 2000 co-conspirator
Mary Matalin endorsed unelectable CLOSET lesbian Hillary
Rodenhurst Clinton for president today on NBC’s Meet the
Press.
Matalin is married to Clinton operative James Carville.
That is a Bush-Clinton box marriage.
When Matalin endorses Hillary that should tell Democrats
everywhere everything.
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Criminal co-conspirators and Marvelous Investments Ltd.
business partners Hillary Clinton and Mitt Romney

One last reference: Marvelous Investments Inc. business
partners, UNELECTABLE Hillary and Republican presidential
candidate Mitt Romney appeared together today on ABC’s
This Week with George Stephanopoulos.
Question: Do you think Hillary and Romney discussed when
they were going to send their next check to Eva Telege aka
Teleke aka Teleki.
If they write the check on a Deutsche Bank account it will
bounce.

BOGUS Polls Update
Tonight CBS News got caught in their own lies.
They showed Democratic presidential candidate Barack
Obama and UNELECTABLE Hillary lesbian Rodenhurst Clinton
are tied in a 41% - 41% national dead heat.
But that is not the lie!
The CBS News anchor then said, “…although they are tied
Hillary is ahead in all the big Super Tuesday states…”
They even included Illinois for Hillary.
Now it is obvious to anyone with an education that there is no
way Obama and Hillary can be tied with Hillary ahead in all
the big states at the same time.
This BOGUS pro-Hillary CBS poll was a subliminal
attempt to get undecided voters to vote for the CIAMOSSAD-DVD agent-JFK Jr. assassin conspirator
CLOSET lesbian Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton.
Maybe the whole CBS News military games electionstealing division should be given a rendition flight to
Syria and placed in a nearby missile plant with North
Korean guards.

